programs often served 10 or fewer youths, and the HUD and VICI programs usually enrolled more, up to 120 and 60, respectively. In addition, both the supervisory ratlos in the programs and the nature of the work differed from VICI. VICI programs were construction oriented; the HUD and YCCIP programs included less skilled activities, usually landscaping and neighborhood cleanup (in YCCIP). VICI participants were older and less likely to be enrolled in school.
Because of high sample attrition (only 37 percent of the VICI participants and 35 percent of the combined comparison groups were interviewed at the 8-month follow-up) , the data actually used for assessing program effects consisted of the most recent interview data for each participant who was interviewed at least once after program completion.  In addition to the lack of equivalence in geographical coverage, the follow-up sample for VICI participants differed not only from the general VICI participant population but also from the HUD and YCCIP comparison groups. The study could not determine what, if any, biases would be present äs a result of differences between the follow-up samples and the total Client populations.
Given the severe shortcomings of the evaluation design, whatf if anything, can be learned? The report may provide reliable insights and documentation regarding Implementation and program delivery issues. Some attention was paid in the report to the optimal degree of site adherence to a Standard plan and latitude for across-site variations to accommodate local conditions. The report clearly identifies the fact that referral agencies had little incentive to refer potential clients to the competing VICI project. The educational link is shown to be weak: educational institutions had little incentive to play an important role in the project. Moreover, participants lacked the energy and motivation to pursue adult education at the end of a day on a construction project. The involvement of union journeymen äs crew Supervisors turned out to be particularly helpful in Job placements because of the journeymen's knowledge of the informal labor market and their contacts; their referrals and recommendations carried more weight than comparable activities by CETA Job developers.
Although an evaluation of the long-term program effects is ruled out by the small sample size and limited follow-up period, the study does attempt a benefit-cost analysis of the program from a societal point of view. Under a variety of alternative assumptions, the present value of the benefits consistently exceeds the present value of the costs. However, benefit-cost calculations are only äs credible äs the underlying estimated program effects, and the evaluation study fails to provide reliable evidence on the effectiveness of the VICI program in changing the employment and earnings prospects of disadvantaged young people.
Supported Work
Supported Work was a national demonstration program begun in 1975. The program concentrated on four target groups: women who had been receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) for several

